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{1}Once a small and diverse community of a handful of government computers, the Internet has expanded to
an estimated 157 million users worldwide.[1] According to current studies, the fastest growing user
populations on the Internet are thirteen to eighteen year-olds and five to twelve year-olds.[2] In addition, the
latest "research . . . predicts that the number of children online [will increase] by 155% between 1998 and
2002."[3]
{2}Because online pornography is the third largest earner of cyber sales, and an estimated thirty-nine new
pornographic sites appear on the Internet daily, the potential for children to be exposed to objectionable
material online is unquestionable.[4] That opportunity is made even easier when promoters of such material
make it easy for anyone to view their sites;[5] some even purposefully use deceptive means to trick children
into visiting their websites.[6]
{3}A number of parent groups and commercial organizations have become alarmed at the widespread
availability and accessibility of sexually-explicit materials online, and have worked to create blocking and
filtering software for households with children, in addition to providing parents with information on
alternative methods of regulating the types of material that children view online.[7] This software has been
created in hopes that parents will both observe and control what their children encounter on the Internet, in
much the same ways that parents do with television.[8] The problem arises when the government involves
itself in this sensitive area, in the interest of protecting the nation's children, and imposes restrictions on
access to websites which communicate constitutionally-protected speech. The question is: who has the
ultimate responsibility to regulate what material children can access online?
{4}This case note contends that Congress needs to consider our fundamental First Amendment rights more
carefully when preparing legislation that ultimately burdens free speech. It argues that the problem of
inappropriate content on the Internet is best addressed by parents, who are the better authority over what is
acceptable for their children. The disparity between an ever-growing number of resources available to
parents, versus the burdensome, cost-prohibitive requirements of Internet regulations on communications,
demonstrate that Internet supervision is best left in the hands of parents. Further, this case note proposes that
Congress use its legislative authority to protect children in ways that do not obstruct free speech, by targeting
those who prey on children or those who intend to harm children.
{5}Part II of this note examines the development of traditional obscenity law, examining the initial
emergence of limitations on free speech, and the ways in which obscenity laws have adjusted to emerging
technological innovations. Part II also discusses the problems that have materialized as a result of
communication's newest medium - the Internet. Part III introduces the facts, holding, and reasoning behind
the court's decision in ACLU v. Reno.[9] Part IV discusses the results of the Supreme Court's decision in Reno
II; namely, the restrictions that have been set forth for subsequent attempts at regulation, after the failure of
the Child Online Protection Act ("COPA").[10] It also discusses available alternatives to the Child Online
Protection Act, how the decisions of Reno I and Reno II will bear upon proposed legislation of the 106th




A. Traditional Obscenity Law
1. Free Speech Develops Limits
{6}The first legislative provision prohibiting obscene communications was written in the Communications
Act of 1934; this same provision was subsequently incorporated into 18 U.S.C. § 1464, which, to this day,
prohibits the "utterance of any 'obscene, indecent, or profane language'" over radio communications.[11]
Naturally, First Amendment concerns are raised when particular types of speech are either regulated or
altogether prohibited. Through numerous challenges to such legislation, the fine line between protected
speech and unprotected speech has been drawn to clarify the situation.
{7}The First Amendment does not protect all speech.[12] The court has demarcated generally-offensive
speech into distinct categories, deciding what will and will not be protected based on the content of that
communication.[13] Generally, when the government has a compelling interest in regulating a particular type
of speech, and that particular speech is considered to have low social value, the First Amendment will not
protect it.[14] Specifically, the Supreme Court has held that the First Amendment will not protect obscene
speech.[15]
2. "Obscenity" and "Indecency" Defined
{8}The current definition of "obscene" was established by the Supreme Court in Miller v. California[16] with
a three-part test. The Court decided that a work would be considered obscene if found by the average person,
applying contemporary community standards, (a) to appeal to a prurient interest in sex; (b) to depict or to
describe sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state law in a patently offensive manner; which
(c) when taken as a whole, lacks any serious literary, artistic, political, or redeeming scientific value.[17]
{9}Obscenity can be differentiated from indecency when a communication fails to conform with accepted
morality, but lacks prurient appeal.[18] The fact that certain objectionable communications do not meet the
definition of "obscene," however, does not guarantee that such speech can exist free of governmental
interference.[19] Communications which are "indecent," but not "obscene," are able to be governmentally
regulated, but only in a limited manner. Despite First Amendment protections, 18 U.S.C. § 1464 entitles the
Federal Communications Commission to regulate "indecent" radio communications after the broadcast has
been made, in connection with renewal of a broadcaster's licence.[20] Generally, indecent communications
will be regulated only when the context in which such communications were made indicates a need for a
stricter standard of regulation.[21]
{10}However, the courts have held that a total prohibition of indecent interstate commercial telephone
communications violates the First Amendment.[22] While some "indecent" communications would be
subject to scrutiny, the determinative factor is, again, the context in which the communications were made. In
allowing this medium of communication much greater free-speech protections, the Supreme Court stated that
the prohibition on indecent commercial telephone conversations was different for a number of reasons.[23]
Primarily, those who receive these commercial telephone messages must take affirmative steps in order to
obtain the communication; whereas, turning on a radio and hearing a broadcast could be construed as much
less affirmative activities.[24]
{11}Indeed, First Amendment rights to access otherwise protected expression are trumped by the
government's interest in the "well-being of its youth."[25] This interest is so great, that the State does have
the authority to regulate material that is harmful to minors, even when it would not have the authority to
regulate this material as to adults.[26]
B. Obscenity Law Endeavors to Adjust to Emerging Technological Innovations
{12}Despite case law clarification regarding the transmission of obscenity and indecency as it adapts to
emerging technology, the Internet as a communications medium poses unique problems which are not
explicitly covered by traditional obscenity law. Like the telephone, the most- protected medium of
communication, Internet users must make several intentional actions in order to connect online.[27]
However, like television or radio broadcasts, two of the least-protected media of speech, Internet users may
inadvertently come across objectionable websites while searching for unrelated information.[28] Taking on
characteristics of both, the Internet escapes traditional determinations of scrutiny.
{13}The need for specific content regulation of the Internet was made even more clear in United States v. ,
[29] one of the first Internet cases involving an obscenity conviction.[30] Under a federal statute prohibiting
the transportation of obscenity in interstate commerce, the government charged that the es, through the
operation of their computer bulletin board, violated federal obscenity laws.[31] In order to convict the es, the
court had to "stretch" the meaning of the statute, which prohibited the "transportation" in interstate commerce
of obscene books, pictures, films, writings, images, or any "other matter."[32] However, as the es argued, the
nature of Internet commerce is not adaptable to traditional laws, since what is transported within Internet
communications is a series of codes and numbers, none of which could be considered "obscene."[33] The
result of was that a federal legislative provision, originally written in 1934, was used to accommodate the
prohibition of obscenity on the Internet.[34] Furthermore, while this decision arguably regulated "obscene"
materials being transmitted through interstate commerce, it did nothing to discuss Internet communications
which might fall below the "obscenity" standard, but would still be considered "indecent" or "harmful to
minors." The government's interest in protecting children, in conjunction with the unanswered questions
raised by , compelled Congress to address the issue specifically through legislation.[35]
C. Problems in Regulating the Internet
1. Communications Decency Act of 1996[36]
{14}Passed in February 1996, the Communications Decency Act of 1996 ("CDA"), amended Chapter 5 of
Title 47, which regulates common carriers of communications through wire or radio. To the list of prohibited
interstate communications, section (a) added any "indecent" Internet communications knowingly made
accessible to minors.[37] Section (d) of the Act, however, subjected any person to punishment who
knowingly used interactive computer services to publish "patently offensive" materials, as determined by
contemporary community standards, irrespective of who initiated the communication.[38] Further, section (e)
of the CDA provided affirmative defenses, which limited the liability of a number of related parties.[39]
Primarily, those lacking knowledge of the publication were provided with a defense. In addition, publishers
of sexually-explicit materials on the Internet also had a defense to CDA prosecution if the publisher took
good faith "reasonable, effective, and appropriate actions under the circumstances to restrict or prevent access
by minors to [the prohibited communications]," which amounted to implementing restrictive features, such as
access codes, credit card numbers, or other age verification measures.[40]
2. ACLU v. Reno [41]
{15}On the day the CDA was signed into law, various businesses, libraries, non-commercial, and not-for-
profit organizations, educational societies and consortia, all in some way associated with groups that publish
materials on the Internet, challenged the constitutionality of portions of the CDA.[42] The plaintiffs argued
that two sections of the CDA, sections 233(a) and 233(d), were entirely too vague and violated the First
Amendment freedom of speech and the Fifth Amendment due process rights of Internet publishers.[43]
{16}In declaring the CDA unconstitutional, the court held that the terms "patently offensive" and "indecent"
were unconstitutionally vague, and that the CDA was too broad in its regulatory scope.[44] The CDA did not
adequately define "indecent" or "patently offensive" in a way that would limit its applicability to material that
is of a "prurient" nature, and instead, imposed restrictions on the publication of materials which might be of
serious value to individuals.[45] In addition, the Court was concerned that the CDA had enormous potential
to regulate and impose criminal sanctions upon publishers of material that was "sexually-explicit," but not
patently obscene, thereby banning constitutionally-protected speech.[46]
{17}The current technological infeasibility of screening for age would result in a chilling of free speech
because publishers would be limited to publishing information that was appropriate for all ages out of fear of
criminal prosecution.[47] In addition, the Court decided that the CDA's affirmative defenses provided under
the statute were unable to save the Act from constitutional challenge.[48] In defense of its decision, the Court
gave weight to the availability and successful results of at-home software packages which parents could
purchase in order to censor the websites children would be able to access from home.[49]
{18}After the United States Supreme Court held that the CDA was an unconstitutional abridgement of free
speech, Congress made another attempt at regulating Internet content with the Child Online Protection Act.
[50] With the COPA, Congress intended to address the problem of children's inadvertent access to sexually-
explicit material on the Internet, rather than to material which was deliberately accessed.[51]
3. The Aftermath of Reno I: The COPA
{19}In light of the decision in Reno I, Congress attempted to cure the defects of the CDA by limiting the
scope of prohibited materials that would be covered by the COPA. Instead of prohibiting "patently offensive"
material or "indecent" material over the Internet, the COPA prohibits the knowing communication for
commercial purposes of "any material that is harmful to minors."[52] The COPA, unlike the CDA, provides
only one "affirmative defense." Namely, this defense consists of the premise that an Internet publisher of
materials "harmful to minors" will escape prosecution if he "in good faith, has restricted access by minors to
material that is harmful to minors."[53] The statute outlines ways in which an Internet publisher may restrict
access to his website: first, by requiring use of a credit card or access code; second, by accepting a "digital
certificate" to determine age; or third, any other reasonably feasible measures.[54]
{20}In addition to providing affirmative defenses within the COPA, subsection (b) makes the COPA
inapplicable to Internet access providers, publishers of Internet search engines, or persons who are "similarly
engaged in the transmission, storage, retrieval, hosting, formatting, or translation (or any combination
thereof) of a communication made by another person, without selection or alteration of the content of the
communication."[55]
 
III. Statement of Case
A. Procedural History
{21}After the CDA was determined to be violative of the First Amendment in Reno I, Congress attempted to
remedy its constitutional defects with the Child Online Protection Act.[56] Ten days before the COPA was to
go into effect, plaintiffs similar to those litigating in Reno I, challenged the constitutionality of the statute in
the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, seeking injunctive relief.[57]
Although the court and the parties considered consolidating the hearing on the motion for a temporary
restraining order contemporaneously with a trial on the merits, the court ultimately decided to proceed only
on the motion for a preliminary injunction.[58] On November 20, 1998, the district court granted a temporary
restraining order, enjoining the enforcement of the COPA until December 4, 1998. The defendant later agreed
to extend the temporary restraining order until February 1, 1999. In addition, the defendant filed a motion to
dismiss for lack of standing under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1).[59] On February 1, 1999, the
court considered this motion, in addition to the question of whether to issue a preliminary injunction against
enforcement of the COPA.
B. Facts
{22}The plaintiffs attacked the COPA for placing an unconstitutional burden on adults for protected speech,
for violating First Amendment rights of minors, and for being unconstitutionally vague, in violation of the
First and Fifth Amendments.[60] Plaintiffs argued that the direct ban of speech, the statutory availability of
only affirmative defenses, and the overbroad wording of the statute, all enable the COPA to
unconstitutionally burden free speech.[61] Specifically, plaintiffs argued that the availability of the
affirmative defenses within the statute required implementation of complicated and invasive security
measures on websites, the use of which required users to provide personal information, resulting in loss of
users to such websites. Furthermore, plaintiffs argue that the governmental ends are not sufficiently
compelling to justify the means by which the COPA attempts to accomplish them. Finally, the plaintiffs
contended that the statute, even if applied to a more narrow class of speakers, regulates more speech than can
be constitutionally justified, due to its vague language.[62]
{23}The defendant argued that the requirements of the statute did not burden the ability for adults to access
constitutionally-protected speech, and that the affirmative defenses were technologically and economically
feasible methods to restrict minors' access to the targeted websites. [63] Furthermore, the defendants argued
that the statue was not overbroad, and that the statute did not restrict access by minors to any of the plaintiffs'
websites.[64] The defendant's motion to dismiss for lack of standing was based on the fact that plaintiffs'
webpages were not affected by the statute. Rather, defendant argued that the COPA targeted those who
"distribute harmful material to minors 'as a regular course' of their business."[65] Finally, the defendant
contended that plaintiffs were unable to demonstrate a likelihood of success on the merits of their claims and
that the plaintiffs were unable to substantiate the claim of irreparable harm.[66]
C. Holding
{24}The district court granted the preliminary injunction against the government, to remain in effect until
completion of a final trial on the merits.[67] The court made this determination based on findings that the
plaintiffs' likelihood of success on the merits, the potential for irreparable harm, and the balance of interests
all weighed in favor of granting the preliminary injunction.[68]
{25}The court applied strict scrutiny to determine the constitutional challenge's likelihood of success on the
merits based on the COPA's potential to drive particular types of speech from the marketplace entirely.[69]
As with Reno I, the court decided that limiting the types of content made available to children on the web
would burden free speech and infringe upon the constitutional rights of adults.[70]
D. Court's Rationale
{26}The plaintiffs presented much information regarding the burdens associated with becoming a registered
user of a particular website and the chilling effect pass codes and other verification systems might impose
upon adult users of the restricted websites, in addition to the burden of additional costs and lost revenues.[71]
The court agreed that age verification technology available to Internet publishers was technologically and
economically burdensome on the publishers.[72] In many cases, it was no more certain to ensure that children
were actually being protected by these measures than by the use of widely-available commercial filtering
software.[73]
{27}Although defendants argued that the COPA targeted commercial pornographers by limiting its scope to
"commercial" transactions, the court found that the language of the COPA did not in fact apply only to
commercial pornographers.[74] Instead, the court found that the COPA's definition of "commercial purposes"
was over-inclusive; first, because it did not apply only to those who make a profit from prohibited materials;
and second, because it applied to "commercial" websites which included any "harmful to minors" material,
regardless of the ratio of harmful to non-harmful materials on that site.[75]
{28}Furthermore, the court found that the government had not used the least restrictive means to further its
interest in protecting children from inappropriate content.[76] The court found that the COPA was entirely
too broad to effectively protect children from harmful websites, while affording adults their constitutional
rights to both publish and view the material.[77]
{29}The court made a preliminary finding that, even in light of the compelling governmental interest to
protect children from viewing sexually-explicit materials, the language in the COPA was not sufficiently
narrowly tailored.[78] Specifically, the "sweeping category" of forms of content prohibited by the statute
easily included material not typically used by children to achieve inadvertent access to sexually-explicit
websites.[79] The court noted that the forms of content prohibited were over-inclusive, even in light of the
government's stated objective, and that these objectives could be better served, if the statute limited the scope
of prohibited content to graphics and pictures, which are the common format of the pornographic websites
the statute intended to prohibit minors from accessing.[80] Finally, the court stated that the penalties imposed
by the COPA were "excessive" and suggested that the government's objectives might be better served by
incorporating the affirmative defenses provided as elements of the crime.[81]
 
IV. Analysis and Implications
A. Direction to the Government for Perfecting Legislation to Meet Its Objectives
{30}In Reno III, the court granted a preliminary injunction against the enforcement of the COPA, finding that
the plaintiffs had established a substantial likelihood of success on the merits of their claims.[82] The court
made an introductory finding that the COPA, like the CDA, was still not sufficiently narrow to achieve the
stated governmental interest in protecting children from harmful materials on the Internet, when considered
in opposition to the constitutional right to free speech.[83] According to this court, the COPA's over-inclusive
list of prohibited content was too easily construed to require Internet publishers to incorporate age-restrictive
mechanisms into a great number of sites that the government never stated an interest in regulating.[84]
{31}Although demonstrated to Congress that legislation specifically geared toward regulating the Internet
was necessary, so far, both legislative attempts to do so have failed. The courts indicated serious defects in
both the CDA and COPA, many of which overlapped.
{32}With the COPA, Congress specifically changed the description of material that would be prohibited,
from "indecent" and "patently offensive,"[85] as in the CDA, to one uniform term: "harmful to minors."[86]
Therefore, if the CDA's prohibited communications were vague, the COPA's language failed to correct the
defect by incorporating overbroad language. First, the category of prohibited materials was much more
inclusive than would satisfy the government's stated objective. Second, the COPA failed to limit its
applicability appropriately to impose liability on commercial pornographers only.[87] Of course, the result
was an unconstitutional infringement of First Amendment rights. As such, the COPA ultimately cannot
survive the constitutional challenge.
B. Available Alternatives to the COPA
1. Will Any Internet Regulation Survive the First Amendment?
{33}The messages sent back to Congress from Reno I and Reno II were that First Amendment freedoms are
fundamental, no matter how worthy the cause underlying such legislation.[88] The district court's discussion
of the capabilities and usefulness of "blocking or filtering software" indicated the level of First Amendment
intrusion the court would be willing to accept in order to protect children-- virtually none.[89] The court has
correctly asserted that parents have the ultimate responsibility to monitor and regulate children's Internet use
and that the incorporation of blocking and filtering software is the least restrictive means to achieve the
objective of shielding children from inappropriate material.[90]
{34}Since enacting the COPA, Congress has demonstrated that there are appropriate, albeit limited, ways in
which the Internet can be governmentally regulated to protect children. Rather than unduly burdening certain
constitutionally-protected communications and publications, the newest government legislation focuses on
preventing the most serious threats to children on the Internet: predators of children and those who intend to
harm children.[91]
{35}While both the CDA and the COPA failed for encroaching upon constitutionally-guaranteed freedoms,
another piece of legislation which endeavors to protect children using the Internet has thus far escaped
challenge. The Children's Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 ("COPPA"), signed into law on October 21,
1998, two days after the COPA, essentially directs the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") to promulgate
rules concerning the collection and use of personal information about children on the Internet.[92] COPPA
itself authorizes the FTC to regulate much more than it chooses to with the present proposed rules.[93]
{36}Although the FTC's regulations under COPPA failed to address children's access to sexually-explicit
websites, the regulations do serve an important purpose. The safety of children is ultimately protected by
such regulations, as the Internet is "a medium in which children can be placed at risk," when those who
collect personal data about children disseminate it to third parties, some of whom would harm children,
unbeknownst to the children or their parents.[94]
{37}The FTC's proposed rules essentially regulate the activities of operators whose websites are directed to
children.[95] If the operator of a website directed towards children collects personal information from a child
under thirteen years-old, he must comply with a number of requirements.[96] First, he must have verifiable
parental consent to the collection of data; second, he must provide on that website, information about what
types of data are collected from children, how this information is used, and to whom this information is
disseminated; third, he must provide a means for parents to review the information collected from the child;
fourth, he may not require more disclosure than is "reasonably necessary" for a child to participate in a game
or other activity; and, finally, he must undertake "reasonable procedures" to protect the information obtained
from children.[97] The FTC's regulations do not appear to have the same constitutional defects that both the
CDA and the COPA suffered. These rules do not result in a burden upon the diffusion of speech or the ability
to access such speech,[98] but instead burden the collection of data.[99]
{38}If enacted, the FTC's proposed regulations would affect a modicum of the websites that collect material
from children because the regulations are limited to "online services directed toward children."[100]
According to the proposed FTC regulations, an "online service[] directed to children" is defined as "a
commercial or online service, or portion thereof, that is targeted to children."[101] Further, the FTC may
determine whether a site is "directed towards children" based on its subject matter, audio and visual content,
advertising, language used, and other characteristics of the website that would lead the Commission to arrive
at a conclusion that the site is targeted to children.[102]
{39}But what of those websites not specifically targeted to children? Websites that are frequently, or almost
exclusively visited by children for research or recreational purposes, such as webpages about dinosaurs,
games, or beanie babies, for example, might not be specifically "targeted towards children," but do, in fact,
receive a great many underage visitors. Operators of such sites could easily collect information on children
without being in violation of the proposed FTC rules, even if all of the personal data they collect is from and
about children. Concerns of this sort have prompted the legislature to propose a number of bills in the 106th
Congress that endeavor to help children by regulating broader categories of activities, such as the sale of
personal data collected from children. Unfortunately, the government's good intentions must withstand the
guarantees of the First Amendment as espoused in Reno I and II.
C. How the Decisions of Reno I and II Will Bear Upon Proposed Legislation of the 106th Congress
1. Congress Attempts to Legislate Since Reno II
{40}Legislation introduced to the 106th Congress expands upon this method of protecting the privacy of
children on the Internet and goes further to limit the ways in which data can be collected and used. In January
1999, the House of Representatives introduced H.R. 369, the Children's Privacy Protection and Parental
Empowerment Act of 1999 [103] ("Children's Privacy Protection Act"). H.R. 369 imposes criminal sanctions
for receiving or disseminating personal information about children in a manner inconsistent with the Act.
[104] Basically, the act levies fines or imposes jail sentences upon whoever knowingly "sells, purchases, or
receives remuneration for providing personal information about a child" without the written consent of that
child's parents.[105] Further, H.R. 369 requires that those who obtain and use information collected about
children to solicit commercial products and services must, upon request, provide the parent with the
following information: (1) the information obtained; (2) the source of that information; and (3) the persons to
whom the data has been disclosed.[106]
{41}Although the purposes behind the proposed FTC regulations under the COPPA and H.R. 369 seem
similar, the scope of H.R. 369 is not so limited as the proposed FTC regulations. First, H.R. 369 does not
limit its application to websites "targeted to children."[107] Furthermore, the class of protected children is
larger. "Child" as defined in H.R. 369 describes any person under age sixteen;[108] whereas, in the FTC
regulations, a "child" is any person under the age of thirteen.[109]
{42}In addition, H.R. 369 does not stand on firm ground constitutionally. H.R. 369 actually proscribes
certain communications, unlike the FTC regulations which merely forbid the collection of data on children
without providing parents with the proper notice. Like both the COPA and the CDA before it, if enacted, H.R.
369 would likely be unable to withstand constitutional challenge. H.R. 369 does not attempt to demand the
burdensome mechanisms of the COPA and CDA in order to satisfy statutory requirements, which were
ultimately found to result in the chilling of free speech. Instead, H.R. 369 creates a similarly over-inclusive
class of covered parties and entirely prohibits the dissemination of some classes of protected speech.
{43}While First Amendment protection of the dissemination and sale of children's personal information
might be unpalatable, one must remember much of the information collected and disseminated about children
is not intended to harm them. For example, marketing companies might benefit by selling personal
information about members of the Pokemon Online Fan Club to a toy company with the intention to solicit
commercial products to the child and her family. Under H.R. 369, this activity would be prohibited without
the written consent of the parents of each child about whom information is collected. Arguably, a court might
find that a allowing the dissemination of data only with the written consent of every parent, like the
requirements of the COPA and CDA,[110] is not a narrowly-tailored restriction on free speech.[111]
{44}A better-reasoned approach to address problems found in the collection and dissemination of children's
data is found in the FTC regulations. Essentially, these regulations require more extensive parental consent
for the collection of the personal information of the child; however, the dissemination of the information, as
speech, is allowed to be broadcast unfettered by restrictions and categorical prohibitions that may violate the
First Amendment.
2. Questionable Attempts to Regulate the Internet in the 106th Congress
{45}Provisions similar to the Children's Internet Protection Act are contained in S. 97, H.R. 543, H.R. 2560,
S. 545, and H.R. 896, which introduce variations that would require schools and libraries to use Internet
filtering software on their computers in order to continue to receive universal service assistance.[112] The
filtering mechanisms must block material "deemed to be harmful to minors," so long as that computer is to be
used by the public, minors or adults.[113] This rule purports to be flexible: in a library with more than one
Internet computer, only one computer need employ the filtering software, while in a library with only one
Internet computer, the rule will be satisfied if that library can certify that it employs a reasonable alternative
to the filtering mechanism.
{46}Naturally, S. 97 and its counterparts have some serious opponents. Many civil liberties groups have
decried government intervention into an area of regulation they deem is properly left between parents and
children.[114] Groups, such as the Center for Democracy and Technology argue that the federal government
should not impel such an inflexible solution upon communities.[115] These communities often set standards
for Internet use in their libraries and may wish to test various approaches to attain the goal of protecting
children online.[116]
{47}Furthermore, requiring libraries to use particular technology to effectuate the goals of protecting children
on the Internet allows Congress to influence the market.[117] Currently, the market has "[over] 125
technological hardware and software tools available that are designed to promote child safety and to
empower families to choose what material is appropriate for their children."[118] Rather than allowing the
market to determine which method of filtering and blocking will best meet the needs of families, Congress
singles out one particular method and makes it mandatory on all libraries wishing to receive universal service
assistance.[119] For similar reasons, a Loudoun County, Virginia citizen plaintiff's group and Washington
lawyer Robert Corn-Revere fought against Loudoun County's decision to require filtering software in its
libraries.[120]
3. Court Interpretations of Similar State Actions
{48}In Mainstream Loudoun v. Board of Trustees,[121] the United States District Court of the Eastern
District of Virginia in Alexandria considered whether a public library could enact a policy prohibiting the
access of library patrons to certain content-based categories of Internet publications through the use of
filtering software.[122] On October 20, 1997, the Board of Trustees of the Loudoun County Library passed
the "Policy on Internet Sexual Harassment" which provided, in part, that all library computers would be
outfitted with software to block sites that displayed child pornography and obscene material, and material
viewed as "harmful to juveniles."[123] Plaintiffs included community members who felt that their respective
free speech rights had been infringed upon, either because their access to many websites had been blocked
due to the Internet policy, or because websites they created or maintained were blocked from library
computers.[124]
{49}The court found that the library policy violated the guarantees of the First Amendment, in that it,
"asserted a broad right to censor the expressive activity of the receipt and communication of information
through the Internet."[125] The court found that the policy did not further any compelling government
interest, was not narrowly tailored, and restricted the access of adults and children to the same degree - even
though the material restricted is protected speech as to adults.[126] This case clearly demonstrates the
unconstitutionality of federal legislative attempts to require such policies at libraries and schools in exchange
for the receipt of universal service assistance. The Board of Trustees of the Loudoun County Library
instituted a policy that did not meet the rigorous requirements of the First Amendment. The collective
legislative attempts to compel a similar policy at the federal level will also fail a challenge on First
Amendment grounds.
{50}Ultimately, S. 97 and its state and federal counterparts have a bleak outlook. Aside from the obvious
interference with parental control over what their children are able to access, the knowledge that filtering
software is used on these public computers might instill a false sense of security among parents.[127] Parents
who are unfamiliar with the Internet or computers may believe that their children are unable to view
objectionable materials when using school library computers.[128] This is simply not the case. While
blocking and filtering software is able to prohibit younger, less sophisticated users from accessing sexually-
explicit material, an older child or one with more advanced computer skills, will probably be able to disable
the software.[129] Furthermore, the filtering software is not "fool-proof"- it may not block out every single
website that parents would wish it to block.[130]
{51}Of the legislation introduced to the 106th Congress so far, none stand a very good chance of surviving a
constitutional challenge if enacted. However, the proposed FTC regulations under the COPPA appear
narrowly-tailored to sufficiently meet the strict First Amendment standards applied by the court. These
proposed rules are much narrower in scope than either, the COPA or CDA, and will likely survive any
challenge for that very reason. At the same time, the overall effectiveness of child online protection is
questionable. However, in light of the judicial decisions in both, Reno I and Reno II, the courts have
suggested that the ability to control what children are able to view online can be effectively controlled by
parents, using existing and developing technologies on home computers.[131] At the same time, in an area
where legislation is more appropriate -- protecting the privacy of children by regulating the collection of data
from them -- the FTC has proposed rules that will be effective without overstepping constitutional bounds.
D. Other Alternatives to Protect Children
{52}Clearly, something must be done about the rampant availability of material inappropriate for children on
the Internet. The FTC's proposed regulations, while potentially effective, are not all-inclusive. Sexually-
explicit materials are widely available on the Internet, whether accessed inadvertently or purposefully, and
they are easily accessible to any person with rudimentary computer skills, regardless of age.[132] Providing
more difficult access to information for those seeking to harm children is only a small step in affording ample
protection to this vulnerable population. At the same time, the fact that adults have a constitutional right to
view these same materials poses a problem. The government can go only so far to create legislation that will
protect children using the Internet without overstepping constitutional bounds; the remaining guidance and
supervision must be provided by parents. Parents cannot rely upon the government to determine what
material is acceptable or unacceptable for their children to access over the Internet. Instead, parents need to
take the time to become involved in their children's daily activities, and if those activities include spending
time on the Internet, then parents need to supervise that time and to set guidelines on what the household
feels is appropriate use of the service.
 
V. Conclusion
{53}First Amendment rights to free speech are continually adapting to our ever-changing world. >From print
media to radio and television broadcasts, obscenity law has adjusted to new forms of communication.
Obscenity law's adaptation to the Internet has not been an easy one. In , the court demonstrated that
traditional obscenity principles apply, at least in limited form, to the Internet. However, questions remained as
to just how much could be regulated, and to what extent traditional obscenity law would be able to control all
aspects of Internet communications. The legislature's first attempt to regulate "patently offensive" and
"indecent" communications online was the Communications Decency Act of 1996.[133] This Act was
immediately challenged for its vague language and its unconstitutional effects of burdening protected forms
of speech.
{54}After the government was enjoined from enforcing the Act, Congress made another attempt at regulation
purportedly under the guidance of the Reno I court, and introduced the Child Online Protection Act. Again,
the statute was challenged and met the same criticisms as the CDA. The court found that the statute posed a
great potential for irreparable harm upon those whose rights to free speech it would abridge, and as such,
granted a preliminary injunction against its enforcement.
{55}At present, the Child Online Privacy Protection Act serves to impose some government regulation upon
the Internet, but the true force behind this statute lies in the FTC's proposed rules, which have not yet been
adopted. The 106th Congress has introduced a number of bills pertaining to the Internet, none of which, it
appears, will pass constitutional muster, in light of Reno I and II's prohibitions on overbroad, vague language
limiting protected speech. In each case, the courts recognized that the most effective regulation of what
children are and are not able to access is best served by non-legislative means, namely, parental guidance,
supervision, and other technological methods that can be instituted at home.
{56}While the court's "hands-off" approach to the regulation of the Internet seems to leave children
vulnerable to the deceptive practices of commercial online pornographers, sites featuring deviant ideas and
information, and graphic depictions of all variety of grotesque material, the court has concluded that the
Internet is a means of communication not amenable to totalitarian regulation. In order to preserve the rights
of all, government regulation imposing impermissible burdens on constitutionally-protected speech cannot be
maintained. Instead, parents must take an active role in their children's Internet activity, and establish for their
children the types of materials which are acceptable and unacceptable in their own homes.
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